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Save your copy of the Hop tongi
on page 4. They'll be campus favorites

after Friday.'

.
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Rev. Douglass's office, in the .first
Stamp buying has fallen off consid
floor Kauke, will be used as the center
erably lately, but after the reorganiza.
for the date bureau. One of the comtion of plans is completed and the new
mittee will be present from 5 to- - 6
program is inaugurated there should
every day to arrange dates for Woosbe a bigger per capita sales than ever.
ter coeds and naval cadets. The comStamp corsages instead of the usual
Representatives in each dorm have
mittee will arrange dates for Saturday
e
variety are strongly urged
tried to contact individuals but those for the
night, Sunday afternoon, and Sunday
Prom, as
who have been missed should sign be- well as all other social occasions. Reevenings only.
fore dinner, time Friday as the lists member that stamp corsages last lonGirls may sign up in the dorms, and
will be removed then in order to com-plet- e ger than a rose or gardenia, and
are
off campus women may obtain cards
schedule arrangements.
patriotic too!
at the desk in either Holden or Babfol198
The
students
..
are divided as
One of the new plans of the Stamp
cock.
The chief determining factor in
L An.
a . u
nu... R.I
Committee, which may - or may not
arranging the dates will be the height
er, 10 j Kauke entrance, 7; and men's materialize is a stamp dance which
of the couple. However, girls are asked
dorms, 100.
will be the highlight of the spring
to list any other specifications on
Hygeia or Galpin
drive.
the back of the registration card. CoThe blood will be taken either at
eds may sign up for the date bureau
Hygeia hall as originally intended, or
at any time.
in lower Galpin, according to which
place the Cleveland unit prefers. The
Wooster Red Cross officials say that
43 minutes per student should be
Ruth. Gilbert, a psychology
enough time,
Girls' Chorus and served on the High
School Day Reception Committee. Her
Announcements will be made later
home
town is East Cleveland. Julian
about the exact place and any adjustMax Lerner, noted lecturer, writer,
Johnson,
a Wooster lad, is a chemisments which must be made in the time and professor will speak at the chapel
schedule in order to have an even ou Feb. 25. Dr. Lerner is a professor try major. Albert Linnell is treasurer
number of students coming all the of government at Williams .college, of Congressional and member of Sec- The College Oratorical Contest will
time. In case all those who signed up Va.
N
(Continued on Page 4)
be held Tuesday, February 16, to secannot be taken on Monday, these
The Wooster Community Forum is
lect two orators to represent the college
names will be held over until the next bringing him for a lecture
at the high
in the civic oratorical contest and the
H.
month when the unit will be back in school in the evening, and the college
state contest. The contestants are Betty
Wooster again.
has obtained him for that morning.
Good, Herbert Rogers, John Bathgate,
Do Not Eat
on
Max Lerner was born in Minsk,
George Phelps, Oscar Olson and RichStudents should note especially that
Russia, but had his education in
ard Cox. Any one else interested in
they must not have eaten' for four
schools-iDr Joha. HjUmy,- - pastorothe entering .should see DrLean,. Speech
this country,- receiving his
hours before they donate blood. For Ph.D.-fro"
Robert Brooking Gradu. First Presbyterian Church " of Van department head.' Two prizes of 23
r O- Ohio, " will - deliver the
HHIIHII till Will ate School of Economics
""f
Wert,sermon each will be awarded.-T- he
people en
and. Govern.'
mean missing their lunch on Monday.
Sunday
morning at 1 1 a. m. in West- tering this contest will be eligible for
ment in Washington, D.C. in 1927.
It is impossible, for the blood to be He was editor
of "The Nation" from minster Chapel. He will speak on a ' new contest, sponsored by a Cali
processed for four hours after eating,
1936-3and is lecturer at the Har- "Thoughts for Builders".
fornia alumnus. The prize for this
and this regulation must be carefully
vard summer session.
Other
outside speakers scheduled contest is also 25, arid it will be someobserved.
It is Later Than You Think, Ideas for this semester include Dr. Harry J. time in April.
Careful checks which are given'
Are Weapons, and Ideas for the Ice Cotton, president
of Presbyterian
The Junior oratorical contest, for
the donation will test pulse, temAge, are the books which he has writ- Theological Seminary, Chicago, and members of the junior class only, will
perature, weight, blood pressure, and
ten.
a former member of the Wooster fac- be held the latter part of this semester.
hemoglobin, and any student will be
The Community Forum which is ulty, and Dr. Rex S. Clements of Bryn A prize of 25 will be given to the
rejected if there is the slightest quessponsoring his address obtained vol- Mawr, Pa.
winner of this contest.
tion that he will be unfit to give up
untary pledges from the county last
the blood.
summer. All of its meetings are open
The Army and Navy need for the to everyone free of charge and all coldried blood is placed at 4,000,000 lege students are invited. Political scipints in 1943. This is more than three ence and history majors will be esCo-o- p
times as much as the 1,300,000 pints pecially interested in Max Lerner's
secured last year. They ask that the speech.
His most recent book, The New
(Continued on Page 4)
P
Federalist, has been praised by the
t
f
A
critics.
,
f.
f
A series which he has contributed
to the "New Republic" on the changes
that war is bringing about in government has been well received. He is
recognized - as a clear-cu- t
political
By BETTY MacPHEEthinker who gives constructive ideas
Let's stop browsing in the Wooster
.
and plans.
library this week, and bore into the
Assistant editor of the Encyclopedia
U.a.O. library with the army." Let's of the Social Sciences
was one of his
look for the kind of book in which the first
positions. Then he became a pro.
sotdier is interested and the most apfessor of government at Sarah Lawpropriate type to send him in the rence college.
"
':S'!S
Victory Book Campaign.
hot-hous-
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Dr. MaxLerner

To Give Lecture

On World Affairs

:

Dr. John
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Orators Compete
In State Contest
On February 16
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Preaches
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Ida Krehm Presents Piano Concert
Under Auspices of Wooster

.
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4. , And please, no children's and ladies books for our
1 Before we send any books let's consider whether they have interest appeal
and ask ourselves the question, "Is
this the book I would enjoy and want
to read?" If it is, it's the one to send
to the V.B.C.
he-me- n.

in the

Big
;
;r:.-;i-

r:

Four room. Non-fictiobooks include
Louise Rich Dickenson's "We Took
To The Woods", W. L. White's, "They
Were ' Expendable", James Thurber's
"My World and Welcome to it", "Our
Hearts Were Young and Gay" by
Cornelius Otis Skinner,-"Shootinthe
Russian War" by Margaret Bourke- White, "Come Back to Wayne Coun
ty", by Jake Falstaff.
New books of fiction are "Lieuten
Bess Streeter Aldrich,
ant's Lady"-b"Reprisal" by Ethel Vance, "Six Plays"
by Kaufman and Hart, and "Apple in
The Attic", by Mildred Jordan. One
more book, 'The Army Life", by Pvt.
E." J. Kahn, Jr., will be coming in
soon.
There will be no W.S.G.A. chapel
for the month of February.'
There will be a meeting of the administrative board of W.S.G.A. on
Friday this week instead of Thursday.
The meeting will be held in the trustees room.
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DR. HARRY P. VAN WALT

Dr. Harry P. Van Walt, author,
lecturer, psychologist and commentator for WLW, Cincinnati, will speak
to Wooster students and faculty in
chapel Tuesday, Feb. 16. His subject
will be "How Much Does Freedom
Mean to You?"
Dr. Van Walt was guest speaker for
the Wayne County Community Forum
in Wooster in 1942. Paul H. Kelly,
president of the Forum, says, "We
heard Dr. van Walt with real profit
and much pleasure. The discussion
period was the high point of our
Plans for the formation of a College
1942 forum season. His charm and
Intramural Bowling League- are being
humor delighted our audience. - We
"
formulated by the
Paul
are hoping for a return engagement."
Weimer president of the Y has investigated the possibilities of obtain
ing the bowling allies at a special price
for the college students and the for
mation of a league for the rest of the
of
semester.'
Bowling on an organized basis has
Old
been presented in many colleges
throughout the United States to teach
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (ACP)
the students the fundamentals of this
How
a "pay-off- "
of 50,000 yen was
most popular American game' of the
last decade. Intramurals and open made by the Japanese government to
bowling have even substituted in some the Nipponese "underworld" in the
instances for a period of gym in some early part of the century to prevent alschools where the - game has been tercations with American visitors that
might have led to war then was re
started.
Organized bowling has never got lated recently by Albert Bushnell Hart,
a start at Wooster mainly because of professor emeritus of history at Harthe location of the college in relation vard.
"I got the story from an attache
to the alleys. Although quite a number
of fellows have found their way down of the American embassy in Japan
town for a few lines of bowling and on soon after the incident occurred, and
Saturday afternoon almost filled the Ldon't believe it everJias been .told.!
white-hairealleys, this is the first attempt at an or- said the
professor.
ganization of a league in the college.
Because of the limited opportunities
"I was in Japan at the time the
- fleet'' sponsored by - Presi
for intramurals now talk for a bowling 'good-wileague has mounted and its forma- dent Theodore Roosevelt stopped, at
tion lies with the boys. The time for Yokohama.
"Shortly before the fleet landed, a
the league would be some week night
at 9:30 p.m. or on Saturday after- representative of the undercrust of
noon at 3. The league would be either Japan the underworld gang went
four or a six team league. The teams to officials of the government and said
in substance: There will be hundreds
(Continued on Page 4)
of Americans coming off those ships
and circulating about in this area.
To
What's it worth to keep us from start.
ing trouble?
"My information was that the
Student Fellowship is to be disconsaid it was worth 50,000
tinued, stated George Mulder, the yen
to them to prevent any outbreaks
president of the organization. Because
that might possibly lead to an 'inci
of the lack of interest, authorization
dent' with the United States . . .
was obtained, for this move. Speakers
They weren't ready then- .of unusual calibre were asked to speak
'The 50,000 yen was paid over to
for these meetings, and then only sev. the gang
leader, and there was no
eral students would attend.
1
trouble when the fleet landed.
Originally the group was an upper
class Sunday School, and it evolved
into a college Christian Endeavor with Dr. Felix Morley Warns
definite ideas for action in the comSchools About Snobbery
munity. This group in turn became
Student
Volunteers and later
the
Towards Service Men
World Fellowship. The Student( Fellowship was organized as a discussion
PHILADELPHIA, PA. (ACP4
group for the students.
Declaring there has been "too much
If a large group of students show
snobbery in our colleges,"
enthusiasm for this organization it will Dr. Telix Morley of Haverford colbe revived; otherwise it will be dis- lege warns that American schools
and
continued.
universities must speed adaptation to
'
war-tim- e
conditions.
' Freshman Forum
"Our athletic contribution " he told
the Middle Atlantic States Collegiate
Rabbi Rosenburg of the local Jewish conference, "should be extended
to all
temple will speak at Freshman Forum soldier students, even those who
attend
Sunday morning at 9:45 in Kauke college for a short time.
201. His subject is the differentiation
"We must admit them to our snorts
among the original Bible, the New circles, allow them to play on our
Testament, and the Koran.
teams. We must give the soldiers who
A box social and a dance will be come to us, say for a year, a real
taste
held by the Forum on Feb. 26. All of college life, a real feeling of be
freshmen are invited, and both the longing. And to our regular students
girls and boys may ask dates. How- - we must insure the benefits that come
ever this party is limited to the fresh with wearing the college uniform in
man class.
,
sports event."

Y.M. C. A. Makes

Plans For College
Bowling League
-

Y-M.C.-

A.

Harvard Professor

Reveals Incident

Jap Treachery

'

.

88-year-o-

ld,

d
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Jap-aneseffici-

Phi Sigma Iota, national honorary
Romance language fraternity, held its
monthly meeting on Monday evening,
Feb. 8, in Miss Frances Guille's apartment in Babcock hall. After a business
meeting, Miss Pauline Ihrig of the
French department of the College gave
a paper on "The Romantic Heroine
and Religion", following which a discussion period and social hour were
held.
Miss Rebecca Thayer will read a
paper on some phase of the Romantic
movement in England at the regular

--
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In contrast to these more learned
books we find that the army also
has its lighter moments and would
appreciate funny books, books of
jokes, humorous stories and cartoons.
Pocket editions of books are very
welcome; adventure, detective,, and
western novels being the most popular.
Some don'ts from the V.B.C. head- ' quarters are:
1. No worn or soiled books.
2. No grade, high school and. college
texts with the exception of up to
date books in scientific fields and
modern language.
3. No biographies of little known peo- -

Twelve new books have been added
to the W.S.G.A. bookshelf

Discontinue Meetings

To Phi Sigma Ioia

.

4

Adorn Shelves of
W. S. G. A. Library

Cincinnati Author
Speaks in Chapel

Fellowship Plans

mS--tttWJWViM-

n.

Miss Ihrig Speaks

X60

We find that in the army, as
almost any place, that current
best sellers are most desired. These
may be books of the month and
' other
book club selections or any
other recent popular fiction or
Of course it is very
'.
important that these books be in
physical condition.
w gpc-Technical books published since
1935 are especially sought after. These
may be in mathematics, machine mechanics and design, electricity, radio
and chemistry, etc.

Twelve New Books

::

Lin-nel-

if-i;;?:-

In chapel on Friday, Feb. 5, eight
new members of Phi Beta Kappa were
announced by Mr. Coolidge, Phi Beta
Kappa advisor. Those honored were
Robert Edwards, Robert West, Ruth
Gilbert, Julian Johnson, Albert
June Whitmer, Grace Ohki, and
Harold Grady. All are active in extra,
curricular activities as well as in scholastic achievements and the majority
are consistent honor roll students.
Both Robert Edwards and Robert West
were graduated at the semester. The
former, from Rochester, N. Y., and
an English 'major, was editor of the
1942 Index, member of Congressional
club, author of the 1942 edition of
Gum Shoe Hop, and member of Second section. He is taking a business
course at Harvard now in connection
with his Naval Reserve course, having
been one of the forty chosen out of
four hundred for this course. The latter from Great Falls, Mont., now serv.
ing in the U. S. Marines, was named
in the collegiate "Who's Who", was
president of Y.M.C.A., a member of
Congressional, a Douglass Counselor,
a geology major, and a member of
Fifth section.

The Wooster date bureau for Navy
men will probably be in operation
sometime next week, according to Y.
W. president, Mamie Thomas. The
date bureau committee, which includes
Phemia Haymens, Tink Carter, Ken-ni- e
Compton, Martha Stark, and Mar-ni- e
Thomas, expects to have all arrangements completed soon.

.

The spring drive for a super sale
of War Bonds and Stamps on the
campus, will soon begin. Bond and

Co-ed-

Curtains Rise Tomorrow
On "Double or Nothing"
Stead's Musical Comedy

::::v.

Latest count on the numberof student blood donors shows thatfTPSThave
signed on the lists posted' in the
dorms. This just reaches the quota for
student donors, but several more signatures should be added by Monday
in order to insure there actually being
"
190 donors.

Phi Beta Kappa Y. jV. Organizes
Date Bureau For
Chooses Eight
Navy and s
New Members

Number 16

:-;:.-

Red Cross Will Receive Spring Stamp Sale
Donations Monday
Drive Begins Soon
In Hygeia

--

yoa won't miss they die without."

WOOSTER, OHIO, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 1943

Red Cross Calls
For Volunteers

non-fictio-

r
Sign for the Blood Basic today. "Whs

v.
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MISS IDA KREHM
The annual dinner of Phi Sigma
Slated by foremost music critics to musical awards in the country, she has
iota is to De neia on Mar.
at trie reach enviable, peaks in pianistic been winning new audiences and rehome of Mr. and Mrs. John F.
viewers continuously. Sheer ability has
Professor Alexander Schutz of achievement is talented Ida Krehm, turned the trick. No
patron or patronOhio State university will be the appearing at the College, chapel on ess hovered
near, no friend who knew
guest speaker at this dinner, and his Feb. 15 at 8:15. Say the critics, she is someone with power to wield
mystertopic is, "The Biographies of the not a young woman to rest on her ious "pull". Miss Krehm had
never
Troubadours". Miss Frances Guille laurels, and she makes it an invariable even studied abrqad, a commonly acand Phyllis Johnson are arranging for rule to keep her finger on the pulse cepted prerequisite to American
recog.
the invitations to this dinner, and of audience preferences. Programs of nition.
Margaret Neely and Edith Wheelock Pianist Krehm express her earnest deMiss Krehm comes with the recomform a decorating committee.
sire to reach diversified tastes, for they
mendation that she has the power to
vary from the Classics, through the
hold an audience; she is fresh and
Olt-hous- e.

Music Recital

Romantics, to the Impressionists,

Nationalists,, and the
-

Moderns.-

the

She has the technical asartistic 'and interpretive
ability necessary to become one of
America's truly great pianists.
Miss Krehm. is being presented under the auspices of the Wooster Co:
operative Concert Association.

different.

- Fur- surance,' the

There will be a recital by Music stu- thermore, they manifest a vitality and
dents in the Chapel on Monday at 7, freshness that gives no quarter to
thread-bar- e
selections.
instead of 7 p.m. The time change was
necessitated by the Ida Krehm concert
Ever since Miss Krehm acquired in
scheduled at 8:15.
three
week's time, the three major
.

ivy-tower-

als

Story Tells of Two Song
Writers Who Make
Good in City
By JOE BINDLEY
"Double or Nothing", the 1943
version of the Gum Shoe Hop will
be presented in Scon auditorium Friday and Saturday nights at 8:15. It
is unique this year in that the emphasis is placed more on the plot than
on the music. There are only two sets;
one is a cheap flat and the other is the
stage of a theatre. Most of the action
centers in the flat in New York where
Vick and Johnny have taken up residence until they sell, the song which
will put them'in the chips".
The
scene rather reminds one of the set
of "My Sister Eileen".
The. whole action of the play centers within a time period of two
days.
Like most small town boys who go
to the big town to make good, Johnny
has written home telling the folks how
much money he has made; describing
his penthouses, swanky cars, etc As a
result of his bragging, Anne (the girl
back home) comes to New York in order to borrow enough money to finish
school. The boys try to talk her into
taking them to dinner but find to their
horror that she is broke too. .
Anne: Where are you going to take
me.to dinner?
Johhnny and Vic: Take you? You're
taking us.
Anne: I couldn't take you out to din-net if.. my name was Duncan
Johnny and Vic: Broke?
Anne; I'm so broke I couldn't afford
to ship my yoyo.
Auntie, ever sophisticated makes a
triumphant entrance and surveys the
wreckage.
Auntie: It looks like you just had a
party here.
Johnny: Yes, we keep this little apartment especially for parties. So we
won't ruin the good furniture.
Auntie is kept in the dark about the
boys' financial set-u- p
until Mr. G rod-berthe Jewish landlord who is dominated by his wife, spills the beans.
Landlord: They've owed me rent for
eight months.
Auntie: My, the boys must be care- --

g,

less.

Landlord:

Careless? They're penniless.
Feature Bill Lawther as a Jewish
(Continued on Page 4)

Soph Candidates
ExpressjOpinion
On Senate Duties
Candidates for election to sophomore Senate representative to complete the unexpired term of Arthur
Palmer of the enlisted reserve who
left for active duty recently are Paul
Weimer, and Ted Ferguson. The final
election will be held Friday, Feb. 12j
from 8:30 to 4 in the Senate room.
Statements of campaign policy were
presented by the candidates as fol
lows:

PAUL WEIMER: "Whatever responsibility goes with the job, I will do
my best to live up to if I am
;
"'elected."
TED FERGUSON: "I will try to the
best of my ability, to carry on as
Art has done if I am elected." ""
The date for Color Day has been
set for May 7. The Mar Queen will
be crowned as usual but there will be
changes made in the pageant. This
decision was made by a committee of
faculty members who have always had
charge of specific parts of the Color
Day program.
'

"

ed

Dr. Robert E. Wilson,
Noted Wooster Almnus,
Receives Perkin Medal
Dr. Robert E. Wilson. '14. vice- president of the . Trustee board was
awarded the Perkin Medal for hit ap
plication of chemical engineering prin.
ciples to oil. Dr. Wilson was selected
as medalist by a committee represent
ing the-fivchemical societies in the
United States.
The medal was presented by Doctor
Midgley Hon. '36, a former receiver
of this same honor. He is the new
preseident-elec- t
of the American
Chemical Society for 1944.
e
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divided opinion between Friday and
and so we asked some of the students
just why they preferred the date they sup'
ported.
Saturday-night-
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STAFF ASSOCIATES
Betty Rom, Edith Beck, John Kovach
Grace Ohki, Bill Jones

It

Scotty Mdntyre, Dick Caton, Marge Page, Jeanne Washabaugh,
Betty Talbot, Bernice Brille, Peg Miller, Anne Bowman,
Barbara Voorhiea, Eunice McAdoo,
Martha Ann Kelley,
Dick Yoder, Lee Onthank, Dorii Scheu, Mary Itabel Love,
Janet Reid, Kay Buah, Loia Schroeder, Betty Neufang, Loii
Scott, Margaret Warner, Betty Waterhousc, Bill Glati, Fred
Evana, Stanley Morae.

ASSOCIATES

Perry Narten, Margaret Neely, Corienne Coppock, Jean Curry,
Betty Leonard, Betty Russell, Janet Kenyon. Fred Stead,
Jean Cully, Aileen Burlingham, Margaret Craft, Janet Gill.

a petition requesting smoking

YESTERDAY

privileges in the dorm was presented to the
Dean of Women by the Babcock girls. This is
a matter which has been discussed and argued
unofficially among the girls for some time.
There is considerable basis for the request;
it is a definite problem and cannot be dismissed
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'During the second half of the period the squads divide into five teams
to participate at preferred sports such as basketball, swimming, tumbling,
and track. The cadets will be in charge of each squad. The teams will
change about so that, each cadet will be able to take part in about three
sports while here.

Rochester U. Installs Most
Machine
Powerf uL
X-R-

JOHN BATHGATE

or closet space and

H

gjant

ay

N. Y.

(ACP)

industrial

1,000,000-vol- t

....

...

.

..

A good line

...
is

X-ra-

y

The physical training of the cadets particularly

emphasises swimming.
yards
seventy-fiv- e
in three minutes with any stroke. During training in Iowa they will have fo
swim eight to ewelve yards in forty seconds. They ,will also have to swim
170 yards or ISO feet fully clothed after jumping in from a ten foot height.
After that they Will disrobe and inflate clothes as an emergency raft. Seventy
squad learning how to
of the original 200 cadets are on the
swim capably.
By the time they leave Wooster they must be able to" swim

being installed with

co-operati-

on

sub-swimmi-

ng

Two weeks ago, The Duffel Bag

X-ra-

- references. totheartofmop

10-to- n

overhead crane.

printed a list of Ihe names of the Naval cadels

handle

GollegeAcquires
Lincoln Library

making in the sonnets of Shakespeare,
ot writing treatises on the marital life
of the fruit fly, are now furiously en
gaged in the task of teaching the

-r-

Do you like Lincoln? So do a lot
Navy how to sail their boats .As one
of these gallant souls, who is not at of other folks. The college's recently
all too familiar with the subject,' re- - acquired McMaster Lincoln Library

o

-

uest

Roger A. Ptolemy.

CORTEZ

Jack O'Connor;

ILLINOIS

CHICAGO

INDIANA

INDIANAPOLIS

Leo

Travaglia.

.

Paul G. Raymer; WASHINGTON

Kenneth R. Winterbottom.

.

on the campus, to which I claim a his life to a study of Lincoln. During
nominal membership, the most im- this time he collected a vast amount on
portant result of the Navy program Lincolniana, which Mrs. McMaster
has been the evacuation of Kenarden. has, on the wish of her husband,
The College of Woos-o- f
In a manner which rivaled the exodus turn!l ov
the Jews out of Egypt and which ter- - The collection, which was received
now open to 4he stu-had all the appearanceoflhrFrerIcFiearlr la
refugees blocking the roads to Paris, dents in Room 3 in the basement of
they gathered most belongings they the library.

"r

MINNESOTA

could and

struck-ou-

.

calls his estate Bedside

At Cote
By ELEANOrChOMAN

t

for-th-

e

south.'

The collection includes more than

that,

300 volumes about Lincoln, his life,
times and work. Among these books

was calculated

EVELETH

John Perushek.

MICHIGAN ADRIAN Edward J. Mossing; AKRON Joe R. Storm;
ALGONAC
Charles F. Schohl, James L. Van Volkenburgh, Jr.; ANN
ARBOR James E. Murray, Loren J. Schiller, Frank E. Stampfler; BARTON
CITY Frank Vukovich; BATTLE CREEK Robert P. Huntington Moore;
BAY CITY Edward Meyer, Keith B. Shaw; BENTON HARBOR Robert
G. Pinnegar; BERKLEY Robert T. Nelson; BESSEMER John C. Soffietti;
BIRMINGHAM Owen B. Middlebrook, Jr., Frank A. O'Donnell, Jr.;
BLISSFIELD
John A. Pagel; BOYNE CITY Shearer T. Shearer; CHAR.
LOTTE Royal N. Tomilson; CLIMAX Richard R. Van Vranken; DEAR-BORRussel W. Munson, Francis R. O'Hara; DELTON Donald Ivan
Smith!
'

'

N

"

.

Richard S. Melton, Jack K. Monteith, Maurice Montmor-- '
ency, Aldo R. Moretti, John R Murphy, Robert L. Murphy, Frank C. Nagy,
Arthur V. Olsen, Joseph E. Osebold, Donald G. Pemmitt," Norman J T"
Petersen, Elwood B. Piche, Bernard L. Pinkerton, Richard Li Potvin, Arthur
Ti Prew, Stanley J, Renouf, Marvin E. Revzin, Calvin C, Rack, Earl F.
Rogers, Robert F. Roland, Lester V. Scherrer, Harold J. Smith, Richard P.
StoynofT, Michael Swalya, Chester R. Sylvester, Milton Tormey, William H.
Travis, Joseph W. Tucker, Louis L. Vauris, Robert Waligore, Robert S.
Wheeler; EAST JORDAN Galen W. Seller; EAST LANSING Daryle
Harry M. Strong;
Francis Murray; FERNDALE
D. Pulver; ESCANABA
Ernest J.
Phillip
C.
Richmond,
D.
Michalek,
Nolan,
FLINT Frank
James
C.
Wolcott.
Robert
Robert
D.
Thomas
Trim,
Stout,
Tigar,
DETROIT

.

Manor.

o
o
o

8iccess-aruioitl:ja-at-lheLreq-

could

have to restrict my lectures mainly to prominence,
the action of epsom salts on the in- The later Homer E. McMaster, '11,
testines."
one time professor of English at
Northwestern Military Academy, near
To a large proportion of the men Chicago, devoted the latter years of

two dates.

it

who were on the campus at that time, l hat geographical 1ndexseemed
of several students that we
to-be
a
print a list of the 200 cadets who just "came aboard". Is there anyone
from your home town?
COLORADO

stands tangible evidence to people's in- I
teach physics all right. But I would terest in Lincoln since his first rise to
cently said, "Physics? Oh, yes,

the shortest distance between

A young physician

--

In all there are four gym periods a day, two in the morning and two in
the afternoon with 100 cadets in each period. When the third batallion arrives
some time in March the facilities will have to be crowded to accommodate
150 in each period by then, however, the weather should permit outdoor
action Ensign Le Voir mentioned a strong possibility of having a varsity
team organized from the Naval cadets to compete with teams from surrounding schools during their spare time. During their spare time Navy men have
already scrimmaged with the Wooster team in basketball practice.

A

elbow

Members of the faculty whose main
room by a
concern in life formerly was tracing

.At the .time it

at night.

.

given good weather and barring mishaps at the Red Sea, the men of are the biographies by Herndoh,
Wooster would reach their destination Sandburg, and Charnwood, as well as
within seven days.
many others. Three Wooster alumni
represented, John D. Long, '80,
are
As it turned out, some did it in
slightly less time, but small contingents autnor of a "Life StotY of Abraham
have been sighted along the way, and Lincoln," F. Lauriston Bullard, '91,
rescue parties have been dispatched with "Tad and His Father," and Mr.
McMaster himself with a book of
with nil nnuiMft haw to UrA them
poems, "Abraham Lincoln Looks
hand.
Joseph L. Nowak; GRAND HAVEN Otto E. Vanden
GAYLORD
Across the Mall". One of the unique
Bosch; GRAND RAPIDS Robert Francis Powell, Marvin D. Reid, Edward
features of the collection is a book
Smigiel, Robert E. Stanley, Norman G. Van Horn; GROSSE ILE Francis
The Red Cross, the Salvation Army,
contemporary with Lincoln, Howells'
C. Overton; GROSSE POINTE Lawrence j. Rowlo, James Stein; HAZEL
Christian-spiriteorganizad
and other
"Life of Abraham Lincoln", published
Donald R. Sturdavant; HIGHLAND
PARK Henry Showe; HERSHEY
tions established relief stations along
in 1860.
B.
HILLSDALE
Morgan;
Clinton W. Neill, Jr.;
PARK
Rutherford
the route where coffee was served and
There are 188 bound pamphlets in
HOUGHTON Samuel P.yittiilNKSTER William Pestotnik; JACKSON
"blood transfusionsliven' the weak and
Arnold F. Nicolay, Donald M. Powers; KALAMAZOO Harold XTNap;
the very young. A word of gratitude tn collection, and innumerable class-i- s
:1 LAKELINDEN
clippings
periodicals.
William R. Parks; LANSING James H. Phillipson, Mer-- '
from
;
ifil
them.'
hereby extended to
.
alcollection
v'1the
R.
lin
Richard Roepkef MILAN George C. Mesko,
in
Tjietjem;
Included
MARSHALL
are
,t
bums of pictures of every' kind, both
Eugene E. Schaefer; MT. CLEMENS Charles G. Niemetta;
MONROE
At present the major project is of Lincoln and of his time,-anof
STAR
Almond O. Truesdell; OTISVILLE James F. Wedding;
NORTH
getting adjusted to living the greatest modern Lincoln memorials and
Savere
PLYMOUT
J. Ouellette, William E. Patrick, Warren Perkins; Ralph.
larg-haexistence the human race brations. There are also valuable
s
B. Ware, Jr.; PONTIAC
Alexander Stolzman; ROSEVILLE
Robert D.
experienced since the Black Hole er pictures mounted on the walls tof
Donald
Walters,
ROYAL
OAK
Clark
Potter,
N.
Jr.;
Leonard
Potter,
J.
of Calcutta. It is heartening to know, the room a charcoal reproduction of
Mula-dorGibson
C.
Robert
Milton
Vreeland;
Muehlenbeck,
H.
SAGINAW
crowded
the
conditions
Brady
however, that
the
photograph, and drawings
Bruce M. Newman, - Warren C. Schroeder, Joseph Tromblay; SAND
will not last for long, for the death of Lincoln's home in Springfield and
CREEK
Marion A. Morse; ST. CLAIR SHORES Robert J. Provencher;
rate due to suffocation and to the the Springfield courthouse,, made for
'
ST.
JOHNS Robert Rexford Sirrine; ST. JOSEPH Stanley E. Swikosk;
!diseasesecmmQ!i-too!gme4arejwJjD.
-Uaj
TECUMSAH
figured to be rather high.
Johnson, who collaborated with Mr.
Clarence
LeRoy.
,
.
McMaster in lectures on Lincoln.
--

With the general

o,

there will prob-abl- y
be a lot more to be said about lost soles,
barefoot,
boy, unlaced straight'laced "toe
the
eds'Vand flappings tongues. After all, this low
form of humor will be appropriate for the
Gum Shoe Hop week-enand the shoe ration'
ing.
(
,'
hill-arit- y,

-

-

1

;

d

cele-sardine-li-

d

'

:
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On Friday night Kitty Dice is going to put
COLONIAL'S heart on its sleeve from
8-1-

will-only-hasten

GAME IS

k

hasn't proposed yet, but his voice has
an engagement ring in it.

The question is really one of women's rights.
We want a place provided where we can
smoke legally and safely, after meals and after

movemenfand-thew- a?

V

of
It would seem that Wooster has gone eight local industrial firms, which will
to sea. That's no news to some of us share its facilities,
who have felt that at least some as- The apparatus, housed in a special

J" He

Union was not the place to smoke. In this
case the girls who dp not smoke would have
no occasion to go into the smoker and
would not particularly be offended by it.

The situation demands an adjustment;, in its
present state it is equally distasteful to students
and administration alike. To ignore it entirely
is no solution for smoking among 'women is a

The squads alternate every two weeks in taking either military track
the first half of the period. Military track, the real war
wrestling
or
training, consists of work on the obstacle course, throwing hand grenades
and long, double time hikes over rough terrain. The fundamental wrestling
holds will be taught by capable student instructors under the supervision
of officers as much as possible.

.

What we were deciding then was that the

growing
it.

OF THE
COLLEGES

ord of the human interest involved,

--

The Babcock girls realise that this leaves
out . the, rest of the girls' dorms.- Since those
buildings are not so fire proof, we have no
special solution to offer for the rest of the
women. We would tavor a smoker in nolden-toin all fairness to the underclass women,
but Babcock is the logical place to start at
present, and a start must be made.

e

minutes, soon will be in operation at
room. And it would be heartless to the University of Rochester,
permit the moving events of last week
This machine, described as one of
to pass into history without some rec- - tne "m0st powerful in the world," is
tances,

Last-year-the-stude-

ten o'clock

-

--

x

-

A hearse in Norwich, Conn., has this gentle
reminder as a license number plate: U'2

voted flgajnsllow
L
l
u
Pi
mg
new
m
uie
smuiung
oiuucni union duuu'
ing, partly for the sake of the people who
don't smoke and would . like to feel free . to
come to the Union also, and partly because
they .wanted to help keep the Shack going.

A

At the same time the cadets were instructed in the self testing program
exercises which include pushfor raising personal proficiency in twenty-siyard swimming carry, eight foot standing broad jump
ups, chins, twenty-fivand sixteen foot running broad jump.

We are marking the end of an era machine, capable of disclosing defects
an era of good times, of short dis-- . in- thick metal castings in a matter of

Sign .in a New York barbershop on 9th
2 J cents, Musicians
50 cents."

disapproval

n:

1870

ROCHESTER,

Avenue: "Haircuts

street which may be counted as "off'campus".
1.;
A
i
v
Tl
a 11c
uuii 1 uac oinuiui(g uii uic oucck cuiy
better than the neighbors who view them with

newly arrived Nav-

.

:

co-ed-
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DAY IN
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BASKETBALL

When Sixth Section moved into the Campus

s
Now the
are back to the same old
dodge of taking a walk down the nearest side

Jv

Hunter college was.

founded on st. valentines

pects of Wooster have been at sea htiilding of extra-thicconcrete walls,
for a long time, but now its official is "completely shock-proof.- "
Heavy
And such changes it LKas wrought. castings will be moved inside the y

If you can't think of any other way to
flatter a man, tell him he's the kind of a man-whcan't be flattered.

200

in the service
all service
editor of thit

to

,

MICHAEL

THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF FCUS IN

Sometimes a man with a clear conscience
only has a cloudy memory.

Lodge the girls could no longer use the "rose
garden" behind that house as their smoking
retreat. They had been doing this for some
time without faculty approval but with faculty
awareness.
j

to the cam put

hia

Monday morning five more squads of fifty men fitted into the regular
routine of one and a half hours physical training a day. In maintaining
the Naval touch these squads are named after such famous Navy planes as
the Wildcat, Catalinas, Vindicators or Ringfishers.

.ByJSTARKY
tact is making your company feel at
though you wish .they were.

Social

the petition asking for a "smokcr
in the dorm. That is a rather astounding fig-- "
ure. Actuary not more than half of these girls
smoke but they recognize the problem that it
presents to the girls who do.

1

BROTHER,

"FAMILY WENT TO
GEORGIA TECH.

HUMOR

DL

:

note:-T-

went through their paces in taking the athletic achievement tests, which
included the sergeants jump for height, push ups from prone position,
and swimming six laps of the pool using back, side and breast strokes.
A required five minute float test came later. ,

is

FUR-LOUG-

"cock Signed

nfai

LONE

IN THE M

majority rules and so let us vote and abide
by their decision. Discussion of things are all
right in their place but with a group as large
as the combined classes, discussion will never
end. What do you think?

Girls' Smoking

A

al cadels under Ensign LeVoir and Ensign Mack

We do however, suggest that the two classes
would be able to accomplish much more "along
this line if the questions as to the date and the
amount of money to be spent were merely
submitted to a vote rather than being so completely cussed and discussed. We want no
more committee reports; we want action! The

--

Editor'

Sunday ihe

not for us to say which date we per'
sonally favor. We intend only to give both
sides of the question and thus inform the classes
as to just what the score is.

Norm Wright, Betty Getting, Cary March, Helen Chandler.

BUSINESS

column bas been deaigned for the purpow of preaenting
It it hoped that it can become column for tl men
here on the campus and it it with that View in mind that we eatend
men to contribute anything which they feel would be enjoyed by all to the
column. Phone 898-R- .
--

.

ASSISTANTS

-

all service newt available.

The supporters of Saturday night seemed to
feel that girls (we have a man shortage, you
know) would be able to get dates easier then.
Some girls suggested that they would like to
ask Navy cadets, but upon inquiry, we have it
officially that the policy of the Navy has been
to keep campus and Navy social activities sep'
arated; thus cadets would not be permitted to
come. On the other hand however, many peo'
pie have dates who live out of town and whom
they would like to have in for this particular
event. In that case it might be easier for these
guests to come on Saturday flight.
,

ef

"jtHd NORM WRIGHT

By JOB

WE

s,

The people, who support Friday night as the
best time to have a prom, seem to feel that
there would be a better 'opportunity to get a
good band on Friday night. After inquiring
among the experts, we find that as a rule it is
easier to book a band on Friday night than it is
on Saturday for obvious reasons.

Represented foe National Advertising by National Advcrtiaing
Service. Inc.. 420 Madison Ave., New York, N. V.
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Soph -- Junior Prom

e
MONDAY the sophomores and
LAST
hid a" meeting in the eloper
to settle the date of their prom. There was a

.

Dorothy Rickardt
Herb Rogers

"

VOICE"

THE WOOSTBR

e Two

IV--

inlower-Garpi- n--

at-- an

- INFORMAL-a-

1

nd

Cupid says (a la Fenn) "This is my night!"

.

LJ

William-Nk-PwellfA-

-

The ARROWS

(Set

plus', beaux' plus Lois
Schroeder equal a Valentine PARTY in lower
Babcock from 2:3(M on Saturday afternoon.
The multiplication of games, the division by
two's, the subtraction of curriculum ought to
add up to a profitable congeniality.

THE URGE

TO HELP PURSE

HITL6R
!

DUtJ

Add to this the GUM SHOE HOP and
you have the sum and total of the week-end- r
Society is retracing transportation from auto'
mobiles, to horses (which will all be eaten
soon), and finally to bare feet. No .doubt the
word "shoes" will disappear, leaving its only
vestige in a Seventh section nickname.

,

As an end note, we'd like to register
our disgust over the choice of names
for the new (ha ha) men's dorms.
Bowman and Beall dormitories . . .
ffagh! We're holding out for something picturesque, like Wuthering
Heights, or Locksley Hall, or some
thing like that. We have met only with
scorn on these suggestions, however,
Incidentally, no one is quite sure of
the age of Bowman (old Miller Man- or), but we think the sign some wag
has put over the front door quite fit.
It reads: "George Washington Slept

Here".

The life mask and the hands of
Lincoln in bronze. are to be found in.
the collection, as well as a life-siz- e
plaster bust which is displayed in the
west reading room on the first floor of
the library.
,
--

An additional element of interest,
even of mystery, to the collection, lies
in the statement of a Mr. Monahan,
a Lincoln authority. After inveitigat- ing the McMaster collection carefully,
Mr. Monahan reports that it contains
ten items rare ' to such collections.
What these, items are has not yet been
disclosed.

NORTH DAKOTA

GRAND RAPIDS

William E. Pond.

'

OHIO ADA Earl S. Stober; AKRON Ervin L. Neff; Ned Staitz;
ARLINGTON Kenneth L. Sut'er; BARNESVILLE
William G. Wurster;
BELLEFONTAINE Eddie Schindewolf, Jr.; CANTON Edward Perlman;
CINCINNATI Luis Moreira, Clement Niehaus, Jr., Orie W. Spegal,
F. Stratman; CLEVELAND
Paul Minnillo, Jerome Oblonsky, Julius
Pirnat, Frederick Ryan, Jr., Robert Silverman, Edward I. Stanton, Christy
Stephanoff, Robert Stewart, Henry J. LJrban, Morton Weiss; COLUMBUS
"Edward Wr Meredithr Edwin S. Merrlttr Starling Sr Wilcox ; COLUMBUS
GROVE Roy E. Siether; COVINGTON Charles E. Snyder; CRESTLINE
James R. Sprang; CUYAHOGA FALLS Kenneth W. Williams; DAYTON David D. Robertson, John W. Sullivan; EAST CLEVELAND
Theodore L. Meyer, Clement J. Studer; EAST SPARTA
Charles D.
An-thon- y

Stephens.
(Continued on Pag

4)
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Scot Tankmen Meet Strong Kenyon Team Friday

:1S KM'
NELSON

By EARL

Last Friday Akron university's cagers held Wendell Gray to four points
defeating Bowling Green 47 to 38. This is the first time this season that
fZ- I
I
'
l
f
1
vjiojr iiaa uten L.1J
neiu iu- less man ii
points in any game, ine tloss otr five
men has hit the Bowling Green squad very hard. The biggest loss was Don
Otten, their 6 ft. 11 in. center. Otten, with his great height, was a serious
threat to any team that encountered' the
His job was much like that
of a goalie in a hockey game. He stayed near the opponent's basket and
caught most of their shots before they got near the bucket,
Bowling Green, as you probably re
it out for the championship. Both
call, dropped from the Ohio Conteams have shown indications of
ference because according to Confer
having good teams. Even without
ence rules Otten and Gray were in
a tournament this year a chameligible. The part that amazes many
pion should easily' be determined.
of us is that Otten and the other four
Every team in the league will play
men were dropped from the squad beevery other team once. In case
cause of scholastic ineligibility. Coach
of a tie in the final standings a
Anderson seemed to think that with
playoff would determine the winGray and Otten in the lineup he had
ner. It would be impossible to
a practically unbeatable team. The loss
have more than one undefeated
to Akron was the fourth loss of the
team in the league with every
season for Anderson's boys. The team
playing every other team.
team
to beat at present seems to be the
One
of
the chief hopes of all this
Capitol five. They have won 10 games
is
season
that the schedule can
without losing any to lead both the
be completed without any of the
state-wid- e
and Conference races. Woos.
so common in past
ter's lone Conference loss to date is
years. Good rivalry is the backtheir loss to Otterbein several weeks
bone of the league, but these arago. The Scots Conference hopes lie
guments that are not restricted to
with the hope that someone will spill
vocal renditions should be forgot- Capitol and "thanhey "can' continue
ten.
to ring up Conference wins.
f
many
Sunday
brings
morning
number of thou taken and
groans and moans from the fellows in
the number made seem to tell the
the special Saturday afternoon gym
story of most of the Scot's basket- -'
class for men in the Naval Reserves.
ball games this year. In the two
The main object of the class is to
games played last week the Woos-te-r
give the ,boys good work-out- s
that will
squad hit the bucket for a
shape. Although
put them in tip-to- p
good average. In the Wittenberg
many of the fellows have aching mus
game they shot 79 times and made
cles, the object of the course is being
28 field goals for an average of
fulfilled. Coaches Munson and Hole
The starting five hit for
promise the boys lots more good work'
42
of their shots. The Scots
outs.
had no trouble winning this one.
The way Captain Rich Sproull
In the Wesleyan game they made
plays
his back guard position is a
of
29
their shots. This win
g
sight for a basket-bal- l
was not quite so easy. The week
fan. He is always waiting for
before they hit for only 16 of
some would-b- e
scorer on the optheir shots against Cincinnati. As
ponent's team to take a shot, and
everyone knows they lost this one
then his big hand comes from
by one point. At Mount Union
nowhere to knock the ball into
they hit for 33
of their shots.
the bleachers. He doesn't shoot ofThis was another big win. So it
ten or make many points as a
seems to go. If the team hits for
- rule, but he is always in there di- 'a good percentage of their shots
recting the Scots offense and lead- they come up with a win. How
ing
their defense. :W are indeed -about it boys? Let's keep that aver- - T
fortunate
to have such a fellow
up there.
. age
as our captain.
The government has requested that
The style of refereeing of Bannick,
the annual running of the Kentucky
the
referee that helped Ray Ellerman
Derby be cancelled. This race has
cover
the Wooster Wesleyan game,
been run every year for $8 years withhas
brought
a lot of comment around
out interruption since the first running
the
When Mr. Bannick calls
campus.
in 1875. The cancellation has been
fellow
foul
he lets no one have
a
ona
requested because of transportation
about
what's
doubt
any
going on. He
difficulties. So it seems that the war
calls the foul in a big loud voice with
has affected sporting events not only
here at Wooster as many of us seem plenty of motions to go with it. Most
of the spectators liked his way of
e
to think, but even the
events,
If our intramurals and varsity games calling the game. Many' of them who
don't understand the game so well
cannot be continued as in past years,
let's remember that we are fortunate found it quite easy to follow with his
clear interpretations. Let's have more
to have those that we do have.
of this open style refereeing; it seems
If the opening contest in the to make the game more clear and in
intramural league offer any inditeresting.
cation as to where the power lies,
The remainder of the schedule:
it would seem safe to say that
while
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Denison, Kenyon
The Wooster cage squad plays two
conference games away from home
this week. Thursday night they travel
to Granville to meet the Big Red of
Denison and then on Saturday night
they coup with the Kenyon five at
Gambier.

The Big Red has won 4 and lost 7
far this season. In the Conference
they have 3 wins and 6 losses. They
have been paced by three juniors:
John Gwinn, John Leohnert, and
Richard Marquard.
Kenyon has been a little more successful in
competition. They
have won 4 and lost 4. In the Con-

-

so

'

near-braw-

"

35.

t

Friday evening at 7:15 the Wooster
Wooster has had twovmeets so far
team will meet a this
season, one with Case and one
strong aggregation of tanksters from with Oberlin. The Scots were beaten
by the Scientists in a stubbornKenyon college in the home pool. The 43-3- 2
Kenyon swimming team has always ly contested meet and dropped by a
been very strong and are expected to highly favored Oberlin team 57H8.
be the same Friday' night.
The meet Friday will be Wooster's
Scots swimming

credit Jerry Katherman is
sing Homan for second-plac-

Scots Midseason

Record Features

--

6

Wins,
By FRED

3

Losses

'

EVANS

With more than half the basketball
season already gone by the boards it
might be well at this time to give a
"recap" of the nine games which have
been ' played- .- In looking - over-p- ast
records, individual and team, one can
obtain a more accurate - idea of the
way an athletic outfit really stacks up.
There is no better indicator of the
real strength and merit of a team
than can be found in game statistics
and past performance. They tell a per
son fairly well what he can expect in
the future. The record of the Scots in
the contests played to date offers the
fan plenty of room for thought and
speculation.

Denison- - ( away

Feb. 13
Feb. 18

Kenyon (away)
Findlay (home),
Mount Union (home)
Muskingum (away)
Oberlin (home)
.
Kent State (home)

Feb.720
Feb. 25

NAVYI

Feb. 27
Mar 6

Take Your Date to

LIBERTY

)

-

All of these contests are Ohio Con.
ference games.

RESTAURANT
All 8c Foods Are
Now 10c at the

It's Time For

JEWELER
221 Bast Liberty St.

Parker Pens

Diamonds

KALTWASSERS
--

HAMBURGER II1II

SPORT SWEATERS
Come in

See our fine

selection of Slipovers in

Otterbein

Loss

Hurt

The . home - of . better - Sodas,
Sundaes, etc. Headquarters
for Double Kay Nuts. You

--

can pay more, but money does

Commercial Banking

and Trust Company
'

not buy better.

--

2.

jyposterithhighhopes of knock-in- g
over the Scqjs for the first
time in many years. But those
hopes were disappointed as the
Rough Riders dropped a decisive
54-3- 5
decision. Hiram, next on
the list, was easily "subdued,
Then came the high point of the
season to date. Mount Union fell
before a determined Scot attack,
54-4What is more significant,
the Purple Raiders went down to
defeat on their own floor.
69-29- ."

.

Cr

G.-WILLIAMS;-

V-Ne-

ck

-- 34.95-

Vice-preside-

3.

home games this season,
Wooster has taken 415 shots and their
opponents Z6Z. the acots made 119
field goals and their opponents 59.
five

J. KING.

-

IIICK

kept Wesleyan in the game as they
Basketball Tournament Under Way
made most of their foul shots and
The basketball tournament is well
gleaned fifteen points from them under way. Last Wednesday
the
Wooster's shooting was better than Trumps made 27 points to the Pyra
average but time and again throughout mids 16, and the Hellions beat the
Monday night the
the game, our passing attack was Soap Chips, 45-1Trumps beat the Peanuts with a score
broken up by the Wesleyan defense.
of 16 to 10, and the Hellions downed
The Scots controlled the bank board the Imps to the tune of 51 to 6.
much more than in past games.
The regular second hour gym classt
Eicher started the scoring by follow- es have been changed
to evening
ing up a foul shot that didn't connect, classes from 8 to 9. The
class meets on Mon
then Wooster went ahead for a big
day and Wednesday evenings for
lead. The half time score was 29 to 13
basketball. The Tuesday - Thursdayin favor of the Scots. Wesleyan didn't Saturday class now meets
on Tuesday
score a field goal until after eleven and Thursday evenings for folk danc
minutes of play. Soon after this Ho- ing. Both these classes are open as
make-u- p
periods.
man was ejected and was replaced by
Now Available
Pool
Dick Craven. Jim Weygandt came in
schedule for the swimming pool
The
f onLyflewh- o- warnor feeling-we- ll;
iT now" available; On Monday evenings
Both Craven and Weygandt turned in
it is reserved for the Instructors class
credible performances scoring 9 and from
7:15 till 10. On Tuesdays,
8 points respectively. Many basketball
Wednesdays, and Thursdays the girls
games are lost because, a coach does have swimming class from
8 till 8:30.
not have suitable replacements for his On Tuesdays and Thu'Hdays the pool
first" five. However, so far this year, is
classes at 8:30,
open for make-u- p
Coach "Mose" Hole's reserves have
and on Wednesdays classes may be
come through in fine shape when made up
at 7:30. From 9 till 10 on
called on, especially in the pinches.
Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday

Is Here!
V

B.

MBMBB

R

.

the pool is open for the swimming
club and recreational swimming. The
Marathon has begun again, and Jane
Stewart urges you all to come out and
swim

MISTER

for your

class.

Corporation

Phone

CHAS. H. MORRISON, Proprietor
384-206 E. liberty Street
K
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For Campus Wear
Popularly Priced

Sally's
E Liberty St.
Wooster, Ohio

123

"

.

WHITE
VAN HEUSEN
Oat

X-R- ay

Blue

The

We service all makes of typewriters
Bever and North Streets

Phone 400

the Best!

VAN HEUSEN
On the Preference lost
with men in the Navy
,

Collier Printing

o

-- $2.25-

PatternsFor Men and Women
Two-Tone- s,

.

-

r Now. We have a good supply on stock.

Black, Brown, Tan, Beige,

1

SPORTSWEAR

S H I R T S

New Spring

1

ADVERTISERS

Smart; Economy to Own Good Quality Shoes
Expert Fitting With

2

PATRONIZE
OUR

SHOE STORE

Printed and Engraved Stationery

Federal Reserve System
Federal Deposit Insurance

--

-

Kuss

Eicher

- 76-2- 0

--

y

and

The Scots hit for 24 of 82 shots
for an average of 30 per cent which is
good. During the first half they held
the Bishops to 3 . field goals in 35

MORRISON'S BARBER SHOP
':- - Opposite Hotel Wooster

'

-

Company

ALLSPAUGH

7

-

Get Your "Butch" Now at

......Ass't Cashier

Fisher
La Buda
Cpeer
Canfield
Sheil
Oisttellhorst

6.

'

nt

J. BBRTOLBTTB

HELEN

..

ne

57-3- 8

Cashier and Secretary
C.

fouls, Bob

Homan being the first to be forced
from the game, before the half was
over. Free throw' points were all that

It's

64-4-

Ass't Cashier

AI-ISTE-R

.

"

The Aqe ol SPECIALIZATION

rredent

C I. CORRELL
W.

with

Wooster, Ohio

and Trust Officer

Crew or

and
never seriously threatened. The

Cincinnati Was Close One
A week " laterthefunderdog University of Cincinnati cageri won a 40-3- 9 throws.
thriller in the last second of play.
But the Scots came back with a ven
geance in their next two games. WitLutherans were
tenberg's highly-toute- d
engulfed in a deluge of Wooster
buckets" and" never" fully recovered,
Ohio Wesleyan
finally losing
made its biennial visit to these parts
and were decidedly outclassed, emerg
ing on the short end of a
count.

In

KALTWASSERS

57 - 38

Monday-Wednesday-Frida-

Suffering from the ill effects of
a three week's layoff over the vaMose Hole's charges
cation,
dropped their first January game
Two
to little Otterbein, 48-4years before the same team eliminated the Scots from the Conference- title. Case came down to.

All Wool and Smart
New Colors

8.

7.

Cor. Buckeye and Liberty Sts.

"

-

--

Jewelry

,

57 to 38. Wooster led all the way

game was marked

led.

Den-ma- n

Ohio Wesleyan was the Scot's vic
tim last Saturday night to the tune of

0

.

Watch Repairing

l

of the season.
So far, the Scots have been sparked
by the two freshmen, Ed Holden and
Ed Fulkman, while Kenyon has been
led by Bob Blacka, their free-styl- e
ace.
Wooster's next meet will be with
Muskingum, at the Muskies pool.

was

are

With a whirlwind start the Wooster
Scots rode over the Wittenberg college
cagers last Thursday night in Severance gym 64 to 43. Six quick points
in the first minute of play by sophomore, Bill Lytic, started a scoring spree
which put the Scots way ahead before
Wittenberg could get started. For a
while it seemed as though the Wooster players couldn't miss and by half-tim- e
had just doubled their opponents' score 34 to 17. The Bed from
Wittenberg looked quite impressive
on bankboard play, in fact outplayed
the Scots in that department, but could
not stop Wooster's fine offensive shoot,
ing nor seem to find their own bucket
until the final quarter. Against our
reserves they let loose and piled in almost 20 points in that last quarter but
our first team had built such
big
lead that there was no chance for the
visiting team to catch up.
loss

first home meet

Wesleyan

Dii-ques-

50-3-

.

-

defeats

3

Eicher Paces Scots To
Early Lead For
Easy Victory

Wittenberg was handicapped by the
of their star, Bill "Sugar" Cain,
from Loudonville. He had just recent,
Last Saturday Miss ' Jacobs took ly been ordered to report to his draft
some of our girls to Ashland, to a board.
The Scots had the game in hand all
conference of elementary school gym
teachers. She had been asked to talk the way with no serious threats by
on fundamental rhythms, and Nornie Wittenberg. Wooster was leading 13 to
1 after only
Dunlap, Lois Hayenga, and Betty
three minutes of play.
illustrated her talk with rhythms The second half started with such a
and steps, to the accompaniment of barrage of Wooster buckets that at
one time we enjoyed a 32 point lead.
Wilma Oliver.
Harry Eicher was "hot" and
This Saturday there is to be another
of the game with 19 points. Bob
out
excursion, this one not such a long
Homan
was close to Eicher with 18
one. The WAA Board is going en
and
Lytle
and Katherman had 14 and
masse to the bowling alleys, and your
8
respectively.
Sproul, who seldom
guess as to what they'll do there is as
scores
3 or 4 points a game
more
than
good as mine.
is vital to our defense and starts off
Still closer to home, from the gym,
much of our offense, deserves as
comes the news that the doubles badmuch c.edit for Wooster victories as
minton tournament is finished. Ann
the fellows who have more opportunFerguson and Gertrude Martin beat
ity to score. Substitute Dick Craven
Miss Buccalo and Miss Jacobs in an
was the only player banished on perexciting game Tuesday night. The
singles tournament was started last sonal fouls but the last quarter was
filled with fouls by both teams.
Monday evening. You may see the
WITTENBERG
Fid. FL TL
gym bulletin board for details.

Courtciy Wocxter Daily Record
Ed Fulkman, Bob Mc-

Wooster Defeats

Lost to Dukes in Opener
The Scots started off the season on
Dec." 14,' traveling to Pittsburgh's
Gardens where they came out
short
end of a 40-3the
score. The
on
perennially strong Dukes got off to an
early lead and had little difficulty in
stopping a Wooster rally in the clos
ing moments of the game. Two days
later the Scots journeyed to Geveland
and took over John Carroll,
This contest marked the last appear
ance of Dale Hudson in a Wooster
uniform.

Wesleyan's Win Was Sixth
Saturday night's victory over
Ohio Wesleyan marked the sixth
win of -- the current campaign as
against three losses. Wooster has
rung up a total of 459 points,
while holding the opposition
down to 358. This gives the Scots
' an average of 51 per game and
thelrf lvabra f ractierruHdf-4- 0
points. Harry Eicher is far out in
front of his teammates in the
scoring - department. - The lanky
pivot man has chalked up 146
points in the tyne games, averaging better than 16 for each time
out. Bob Homan, runner-u- p
to
Big Eich, only has 77 to his

George II. Lahm

--

pres--'
e

honors with 68 points; Bill Lytle
is fourth in the scoring with 47.
'Rich Sproull, the veteran Scot
captain who stars more on defense than offense, is low man on
the starting quintet with only 32
points. Dick Craven and the
freshman Jim Weygandt lead the
reserves with 20 and 16 points
'
respectively.

big-tim-

Febr4 1

,

Pictured right to left: Bill Johnson, Phil Hoffman, Ed Holden, Gordon Marwick,
Dowell, Stanley Morse, Bill Koran, Capt. Arch Duncan, and Ed Morris.

heart-warmin-

Fifth" and Seventh Will again fight

"s

m

--

--

ference they have received
while winning none. They
by Captain Russ Lynch.

i
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Wooster Meets
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Wooster Romps
Over Wittenberg
Quintet 64 to 43

1

Sports Editor

-

'-

4
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For Style
For Fit
For Quality'"

Try a Van Heusen
White Shirt
Wembley Nor'East
Solod Color TIES
-- $1.00-
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THE WOOSTER VOICB
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College Students

Present Annual
Gum Shoe Hop

Red Cross Calls

Hit Tunes From The Hop

For Volunteers
(Continued from Page. 1)
weekly donations be increased immed
iately to at least 70,000 pints.
.

The - dried blood is a convenient
(Cbnriiwd from Pag 1)
of giving aid to persons suffering
way
landlord, complete with yiddish accent.
from
burns; injuries, or shock, and
The boy have a time but they have
widely used among the Amer
been
has
been unable to get any words. Anne
armed
forces during the past
ican
write tome which Vic steals and
increased demand this
the
year,
as
pawns off on Johnny. This creates a
indicates.
year
About five pints of
delicate situation when Anne disco v
blood
needed
to save the life of
are
ers her words have been stolen. Reinjured
is estimated.
an
man,
it
conciliation between Anne and Johnny
,

Armed with a sharp tune, and good
words the boys seU their song to two
different producers, hardboiled Mr,
Harms and timid Mr. Squirmer.
Auntie "turns on" in an attempt to
get back one contract by making love
to Mr. Squirmer. This proves to be
one of the most humorous spots in the
production.
Harms, meanwhile threatens to sue.
24 hours to
undue what you have done. If that
song isn't mine by that time, I'll
sue you for more dollars than Car
ter has liver pills.

Harms: I'll give you just

.

The remainder of the plot settles
around the efforts of Vic and Johnny

...
...

.

LOVE BEGINS AT FORTY

Sunday Evening Forum
To Start Student-Facult- y
Meeting Series Sunday

to get out of this, their latest scrape.
There are of course many other in
Student-facultmeetings of the
teresting scenes and several other char
Sunday Evening Forum begins this
acters, but to learn the outcome and
week. The meetings wil be on Feb
enjoy these character parts, you will
14, 28, and on Mar. 7. Lists of the
have to attend. '
students and of the various homes to
A chorus scene, which is very dif- which they will
go is to be posted
ferent from the usual hop chorus acts, shortly.
If everyone can not be in
results when Anne goes out to get a eluded this
time,' they will be in the
job.
future.
The ending comes as a surprise al
Mrs. Irvene Dungan and Mrs. M.
though some people might suspect the G.
Tewksbury led a panel discus
outcome.
sion on post-wa- r
reconstruction in
The music for this year's hop is ex. China last Sunday. This concluded
a
ceptional, and the titles of the songs
series on the problems that will con
are as follows: "Pay Some Attention front the world
concerning India and
to Me", sung by Scott Leonard and China after the conclusion
of the' war.
John Stalker; "Carefree"; "Love Be
gins at Forty" rendered by Janis Howe looks as if their efforts will be re
and Benton Kline; and "Flame in the warded because reports have it that
Night" which is sung by the leads, both nights will be a sell out.
Dottie Dunlap and Scott Leonard. In
The cast of characters includes:
past years many students have asked Scott Leonard as Johnny Vincent;
for copies of the words of "hop hits" John Stalker as Vic McGoon; Dor
so this year the words are being othy Dunlap as Anne; Janis Howe as
printed iii the Voice. They are in this Aunt Rachel Pratt; Joe Bindley, Jo
seph Harms;
issue.
Benton Kline, Mr,
The students have worked hard to Squirmer; Bill Lawther, Mr. Grod- make this year's hope a success and it bury; Cary March, Mrs. Grodbury;
Joe Lane, Telegraph boy; Jim Relph,
Burlesque director; Ruth Cooverj Bur.
lesque singer; Paul Weimer, Joe.
The production staff - is -- composed
of: Fred Stead, author; Rachel Sho- DAY
NIGHT bert, musical director; John Stalker,
director; Martha Stark, assistant di
rector; Margaret Reed and Marian
Saunders,
dance routine directors.
John Clay has had charge of the pub.
Compliments of
licity and Norm Wright has been
GRAY and
business manager. Pianists will be June
Whitmer and Rachel Shobert. The set
Coal and Builders' Supplies
was designed and constructed by Carol
Scott and Norm Wiebusch.
The Hop chorus is made up of
.
Mary McClaren, Martha McClaren,
Jean Curry, Marian Saunders, Mary
Jane West, Evelyn Cotton, Marge
DRY
Paige, Jinny Clark, Janet Bo wen,
Phone 38
Lauralynn Parkerson, Nornie Dunlap,
and Marge Reed.

. ,

812

SON

LAUNDRY,

ELLIOTT'S

CLEANING

COUNTER
SHOP-WIS-

TresbTOf angeade

AT

FDEEDLAIIDERS
Regardless of the cold weather that
will follow the lovely spring - like
weather we've been having, this is the
time to make up your mind about
your needs for spring.
You're going to have to be wiser
about what you buy. You will want
something that will suit many occasions and what better could I suggest
than a suit. Wear it with a frill for
dress or with a round neck blouse
and pearls for casual or your collar
out for sport.
PLAIDS are young and gay, PLAIN
COLORS are smooth and smart,
TWEEDS are
s
and eood
looking. Pick your suit from a cherry
red of 1007c wool Shetland. This par
ticular suit is beautifully detailed ir
saddle stitching. The jacket is lone
and the skirt is pleated front- and
back. Its a grand buy for f 19.95.
CHECKS are extremely podu! ar
now and they have a wonderful feel
ing of country air about them. Con
siaer one or luggage and grey on
background of white. It's four pockets
are closed over by flaps just like tho
on your favorite man's uniform. The
long jardigan jacket is easy to wear
and amazingly flattering. The skirt
.is pleated both front and back. You
can get this suit for 114.95.
The classic HERRINGBONE is still
as good as ever. This one of 100
wool is a marvelous buy at 416.95
The single pleat front and back give
the suit the long straight look. You
can get a boxy tweed coat to match
LINGERIE blouses are the perfect
spring antidote for your suit. There
arc types of round neck, open neck,
tuck-ipleated detail, frou-froor
tie front in all the pastel shades you
can imagine.
Carpi Scott
i

15c

SHACK

fun loving you
you tay and do
are low, my heart it aglow
in the night.

often-timwhen we are apart
I wonder if thit can latt
But then I hear the beat of my heart
I know that the die is already cast.
et

fl

Boo

Boo

ft

n

the college,
Coates, a senior
made all "A" grades the first semester.
His name was omitted unintentionally
on the unofficial list.

INTCCNATDCNAL
TIPCNT

,

UB S

C L

Y.M.C.A.
The Y.M.C.A. wil hold its next
meeting on Tuesday, Feb. 16 in the
lecture room in Scovel. Coach Mose
Hole will be the guest speaker on the
program and will show movies on the
basketball tournament. There will also
be a special devotion program. All
those interested are cordially invited to
attend.

On Valentine's day
You send a card
Complete with cupids
Rhymes and all

To tell your love
You love her hard
And wish she, too,
Would fall.

The president, Paul Weimer, and
his
cabinet, have announced plans for
Yes, Feb. 14 is almost here . . .
florists primping their nicest (and having one meeting for the first Tuesmost costly) corsages into shape . . . day of each month of this semester.
stationers crowding their .showcases Plans are also in the making for a
with fleecy. cards . .,, . confectioners bowling league which will be formed
stuffing bright crimson boxes with shortly.
fancy paper and pieces of candy spat,
tered throughout . . . Ah, St. Valentine's day! .
,

Psychology

Today it is a day of sweet memories
"Remedial Reading" is the subject
and thoughts for the girls; a headache
of the report which Ruth Gilbert and
and expense for the fellows. But never
Sue MacMillan will give at the Psymind, guys, it isn't your girl's fault;
chology club meeting this evening at 7
it all started
in Kauke 219.
The Romans were the cause of it by
The remedial reading machine ithaving a Feast of Lupercalia in honor
self, a gift of the members of the class
of the God Pan when the unsuspecting of
'42, will be demonstrated by Prof.
male would draw a name of a young
Martin Remp.
girl from a box. (Yep, they even had
blind dates Iii those days.) I Ie would
then be the escort and partner of the
chosen for the feasting days.
French
'way-back-whe-

n.'

Then just as all

was going smooth-

ly, up pops St. Valentine, a bishop of
Rome during the 3rd Century. He was
quite a Joe, I hear . . . full of qualities successful in conversion, full of
amiability and eloquence and all that-therWell, he displeased the Emperor
who obligingly made a martyr of him
on Feb. 14, 276 A.D. When the St.
came to be placed on the calendar,
his name was given to the day of his
death to offset the "outrage" (tsk!) of
Lupercalia. (I guess date bureaus were
too new for the Pagan Romans.) They
tried to substitute Saint's names for
the names of the Hedy Lamarrs of
the day and needless to say, this met
with a minus degree of success.

e.

Nine new members were taken into
the French club at their meeting on
Feb. 9 in lower Babcock.
--

Any student making an average of
B or better in French is eligible for
membership in the club. The new
members were as follows: Shirley Rock- well, Ruth Fenker, Alice Quin, Martha Brosins, Lois Barr, Dorothy Taylor, Pat Cooper, Wilma Conover, and
'
Suzanne Johnston.

The stage is set. The wretched North ill, found time to stop off and hold a
African rainy season is just about over. brief conflab departing recently leavThe chief characters have taken their ing behind some big plans for their
places on the stage. Rommel, the vil- crew to work out. They also managed
lain, has fled across a continent and to get DeGaulle and Giraud to shake
joined his evil accomplices near the hands and agree to shelve their disCoast, hotly pursued by our hero's agreements and concentrate on putting
ally, Sir Montgomery. The hero, him. over the big show first.
r
own "Ike"' Eisenhower,- - has
The first fruits of t'hisge
now arrived on the' scene, having just
were revealed last
when Gen.
been appointed Supreme Commander
eral Giraud ordered the release of hun.
of all Allied forces in North Africa.
dreds of
Communists, FightThe lights are dimmed and the curing French, Poles, Jews and others,
tain is about to go up on a great who
had been imprisoned in concendrama entitled "The Battle of Tutration camps by the former Vichy
self,-ou-

to-geth- er

week-en-

pro-allie-

--

1

Off-han-

that

d,

of-Vich-

-

re-ceiv- es

Pro-Vichyit-

(Continued from Page 1)
,
ond section. A native of Petoskey,
Mich.," Linnellis majoring in chemistry, math, and physics. June Whit-meMagnoria, O., is secretary of the
senior class, a member of the senior-cla- ss
play committee and the Girls'
Chorus. A music major, Miss Whit-me- r
wrote the music for last year's
Gum Shoe Hop. Harold Grady, another Wooster boy, belongs to Fifth
section, is president of Theta Chi
Delta, honorary chemistry fraternity.
Grady is a chemistry major. Grace
Ohki, majoring in English and music, hails from Columbia City, Ind., is
a member of the Voice staff, Fortnightly, and the Wooster Symphony. Miss
Ohki is also a member of Phi Alpha
Theta, honorary history fraternity.
The above new members will be
formally initiated into Phi Beta Kappa
at a tea to be held Friday, Feb. 12.
r,

Phi Beta Kappa is awarded each
year to members of the senior class.
The distinction goes to the upper 17
per cent of the class, or to students
with a 2.5 rating where "B" is 2.0,
and "A"

is 3.0.

BROKEN LENSES
-DUPLICATEDWhite Lenses....2.00 to 2.50
Tinted Lenses....2.50 to 3.00
Frames repaired while you wait

W. T. WATSON
153 E.

Optometrist
Liberty St.
Phone 51

CHILI

es

SPECIAL SELLING !

ts,

LUCIEN IEL0NG

10c

THE Corporation
THE Corporation will hold a social
meeting Feb. 17 in the home of Dr.
Alvin S. Tostlebe at 7:30 p.m. Plans
are being made now by the social com.
mittee for the event. All members are

WOOSTER
F-A---

R:M

- -

-

DAIRIES

-

Keep Shoe Repairs Up!

WOOSTERRECR E AT I ON

LIPSTICK

THEATRE

REYNOLDS

DOUBLE FEATURE

Shoe Repair Shop

75c

:

Y

Lionel Barrymore in

THE

"Dr. Gillespie's New

"Keep Fit by Bowling"
Old Armory

Assistant"

WAYIIE COUNTY
Complete Line of

FRIDAY-SATURDA-

Y

-

79c
1.69

Now..!...

Joel McCrea

COLOGNES

"Palm Beach Story"

AND

Also

"The Avengers"

NATIONAL BANK

Helena Rubenstein

Claudette Colbert

KNITTING BAGS

FOR A LIMITED TIME
FOUR CAKES

WEDNESDAY-THURSDA-

RILEY'S LUNCH

60c

Also

SETS

AND

2.00 Group Reduced to......

m UF magazimi

Even Money Cannot
Buy Shoes Now

WOOSTER

$1.00 Group Reduced to

AS ADveAnseo

Cleveland Rd. & Madison Ave.

NAIL POLISH 60c

Known From Coast to Coast"

Knitting Boxes formerly 1.19

y

Mid-dleto-

Feb.

cordially invited to attend.

Phone 289

d

nisia". Watch it closely, you specta- rulers. De Gaulle
seemed pleased at
tors your stakes are higher than you this display, was even pleased when
may think
Giraud announced
General
- But what goes on backstage? The Georges Catroux, recently DeGaulle's
directors, "prop" men and crew be- delegate general in Syria, would ashind the scenes may be taking a back sume Giraud's title of French High
seat now, but when the action is over, Commissioner in North Africa, and
you can bet they'll be out in front had taken for himself the title
stealing the show. So, perhaps we'd of Civil and Military Commander in
better see what kind 'of preparations Chief.
are being made.
Besides these reforms, the Provision-ar- y
we'd say things are a little
government also announced its
strained. It seems there's been quite a pledge of economic programs designed
bit of trouble cooked up by the two to raise the standard of living for the
key production men, Generals Giraud people. Although DeGaullists and othand DeGaulle, who have split up the er liberals declare that these new shifts
crew over how things ought to be run are not enough, they do seem to be
after ' the show is over.' And what's the foundation of real political freemore, even the spectators are begin- dom for the people of North Africa,
ning to get wind of the intrigue and the .Casablanca Conference may
through-- the efforts of alert publicity wejl have Jjeen jhe beginning of the
agents. Two of the. most influential, end of the last
vestiges
rule
Drew Pearson of A. P. and Drew
n
there. Let's hope the trend in this diof the New York Times, are
particularly loud in- their denuncia- rection increases and incidentally
tions of the way the backstage drama
a little more impetus from our
is being handled. Unless there is a State Department!
The International
thorough shake-u- p
in the government,
Relations Club.
they warn, ending the political persecution and beginning popular representation in other words unless the
Americans stop putting
in power there will be serious trouble.
Already the American State Departand
ment's permission for the appointment
Home-Mad- e
of Marcel Peyroiiton, long associated
with
to be chief
VEGETABLE SOUP
administrator of Algeria, have weakened, if not destroyed, French trust in
liberal America.
Axis-collaborationis-

Classical

d,

Phi Beta Kappa To
Initiate Eight Members

,

--

u,

WAKEMAN
Louis P. Murray; WAPAKONETA Donald H. Sonder-man- ,
Wayne Niemi, Leroy L. Simons;
Robert J. Sonder man; WARAEN
Dale J,
WAYNESBURG Rudolph Trbovich; WEST MANCHESTER
William L.Robson; WHEELERSBURG
Richards; WEST MANSFIELD
George Horace Miller; YOUNGSTOWN
Charles A. Sommer; WOOSTER
John R. O'Neil, Norman A. Rheuban, Hubert T. Smith; ZANESVILLE
Roland W. Sellers.

itiiiiiiiiliiliiiiiiil
Don
at

you're mittin,

,

I

.

All fellows who are interested in
bowling should come to the Y. M.
meeting on. Tuesday, Feb. 16. Plans
for the league and the time will be de.
cided at the meeting. Those seeking
further information should see Paul
Weimer, Seventh section.

Pay some attention to, why don't you listen to,
Pay Some Attention to Me.

May We Present
Bishop Valentine

.

CAPITAL and SURPLUS
'

Lucien Lclong's Perfumed
Soap is simply luscious a
treat every time you use it.
Now, in this
selling, you get four cakes
for $1. Hurry, while assortments of colors and fragrances are still complete
"Six lovely colors to match
your bathroom accessories.
once-a-ye- ar

600,000.00

Wayne County's

BATH POWDERS

79c

Oldest and
.

Largest Bank

'Jtoice of Fragrance! Carnation, Sweet Pea, Gardenia,

C

Hon-jrauck- le,

Camellia, White Lilae

Woolcraft Shop
S.E. Corner Public Square
SATURDAYS

.

.Phone

WB CLOSE AT 6 P. M.

.

965-- W

ert

sec-tion- s.

Trying to croon
Begging your pardon, but may I mention
Heyl Pay some attention to me
Man I got that old stagnation
From too much concentration ,
Say that again
Intuition don't help that malnutrition
What we need is substance within.
Now mind what I tell you, it'a in the dice
Always a preaching, always advice
Why don't you listen.you don't know what

so

IN HOTEL WOOSTER

'

LAKE-WOOD-r-Rob-

Intramural Bowling

I dream of nights without end
When peace rules our hearta again
But till that time
My love will remain
Jutt a flame in the night.
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KEENEY'S CAFETERIA

(

(Continued from Paga 1)

Y.M.C.A. Organizes

BEVLON
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THE DUFFEL BAG
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Thomas F. Stringer; GARFIELD' HTS. John E. Peterson;
Walter M. Nickell; JACKSON Paul W. Rowland r;
L. Peters; LORAIN
Bernard Romes; MECHANICSBURG
Robert Weaver; NEW PHILADELPHIA
Richard A. Sinclair; NEWARK
t
Donald E. Spence'; RITTMAN Donald Wade Milford; SPRINGFIELD
Thomas L. Rhodes; TERRACE PARK John M. West; TOLEDO Frank
H. Meyers, George A.' Navarro, Edward J. Nolan, Melvin R. Petsch, Ellsworth
(Continued from Page 1)
L. Phillips, Howard D. Pickering, Charles N. Richmond, Rudolph C. Schaefer,
would be formed through the sections Robert R. Smith, Leon E. Smitley, Skeldon E. Thomas, Elmer Toth, Fred
or through a combination of two
Vikupitz, Albert A. Weber, John D. Weiler.
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Classical Club will meet Tuesday,
Fortunately, the show's two top16, in lower Babcock at" 7:30.
This
will
be
flight
directors, Roosevelt and Church- business
a
with
meeting
And sor children, that is Jhycupid
flits around on the cards you send, the main objective being the ratine?
and thaFis why you spend money on tion of a new constitution which has
been drawn up by a committee under
frills and lacev.
.
'
the direction of Ruth'AlIerf.

Fresh Lemonade and

E

pro-

Feb. 16 Address by Dr.
.
Harry P. van Walt.
Wednesday, Feb. 17
. Convocation,
notices and student meetings.
vfELYRIA
Thursday, Feb. 18 Pres. Wishart.
HILLSBORO

Always a dreaming, you're in a date.
Thinkin and schemin, it's just a crate.
Come on and make with the conversation,
Pay some attention to me.
(whistle)
Whittling a tune.

y

CITYTAXI "

12

gram.

I try to guard what I tay
But my eyes give me away
Despite ill I do, my love still shines through
Like a Bame in the night.

Tho

Feb.

Tuesday,

PAY SOME ATTENTION TO MB

...

For everyone must have their play
So let s get started right away.

It's to much
Loving what
Altho lights
Like a lame

CHAPEL,
Lincoln day

Friday,

FLAME IN THE NIGHT

Every Two Months
I am no spring chicken
very true.
Donors are allowed to give their ButThat's
still alive and kickin'
And to are you.
blood every two months, but not of'
Therefore I maintain
tener than five times a year. Indi
We've nothing to gain
vidual persons may be further restrict, And hardly anything to lose
i
.for
ed by the doctor.
Love begins at forty . . , forty
Listen to me Shorty . . . Shorty?
The advantages of dried plasma Don't miss an opportunity
To take in a casual spree.
over whole blood is that it can be
Love's as good at forty . . . forty
shipped anywhere without deteriorat
As when young and sporty
Experience has taught us much
ing, can be stored at normal tempera
Of life and love and such.
is sentimental
ture, will last for years, and does not Youth
So let the children play.
have to be "typed" before transfusion. In middle age the proverbs go
Things suit a cooking with gat, and
It is ready to be administered within Though
your years be forty . . , forty.
It isn't really naughty . . .
10 or 15 minutes after the need arises.
'

seems nigh impossible.

CAREFREE
Cot no ambition . . . fed like log
Other than wishing
I'm in a fog
My ttomach i growling, the landlord it howling
Doesn't mean a thing to me.
Though I've got troubles
oh me, oh my
..
I bust 'em like bubbles . . . Why should I
cry.
Why get eidted cause things are benighted,
Better to be happy and carefree.
Too optimistic, naively gay.
That's what the skeptics say.
.
But you oughts try it
You just can't deny it.
Life is so much nicer this way.
I'm not really laty . . . just wait and see
Maybe I'm craty . . . could be
There's nothing exotic
About a neurotic.
I just take it easy . ... I'm carefree
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HEDY LAMARR in

"White Cargo"
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Established in 1845

FRANK WELLS
Rexall Drug Store

